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financial industry norms
Excel Securities leads the way
with comprehensive, individualized
financial strategies for clients—and a
high-tech advantage for advisors.

For more than 40 years, Excel Securities has
made a difference in the lives of both investors
seeking extraordinary, personalized client service
and advisors at every career level requiring access
to the latest financial technologies and business
development tools. The Rochester-based, boutique
family firm with a national reach continues to
reinvent itself, adapting to—indeed, embracing—
regulatory changes.
Whereas some firms have shut their doors rather
than comply with recent regulatory changes in this
volatile industry, Excel Vice President and COO
Terrence Britt and his colleagues didn’t have to

change much at all; acting in their clients’ best
interests has always been a smart, ethical way to
build a strong and enduring company.
“The Excel philosophy can be boiled down to three
key words: ‘taming the chaos.’” says Britt. “We
are a smaller firm; our accessible size continues
to serve us, our clients, and our advisor-partners
extremely well. Many of the companies we compete
with build their businesses by only adding people
to do tasks. Here at Excel, our growth has been
strategic and thoughtful, relying on the gamechanging technological developments that have
transformed this industry in the past decade.”

Advisors: download a detailed practice
management guide. ExcelSecurities.com/GROW
JOIN EXCEL TO
EXPERIENCE
THE DIFFERENCE

An integrated, cloud-based document management system
Aggregate client data and holistic reporting, synced daily
Modern, robust customer relationship management

A FOUNDATION OF EXCELLENCE FOR CLIENTS

Investors: call to speak with
a financial professional.
(800) 323-3746

Connect with us online:
excelsecurities.com/client-corner
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